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Hydrominder Model 5111 - 4.5 
GPM

Part Number: P-CHE-5111
Description: &nbsp;Hydrominder Model&nbsp;5111 (Tommy Standard)

Site Map: Home

Price: $246.87

Detailed Description

• 4.5 gallon per minute hydrominder.&nbsp;

• Includes vacuum breaker, mounting bracket, and water inlet fitting.

• 240:1 - 4:1 Dilution Range

Model 5111 HydroMinder - standard for Tommy Car Wash Systems' pump panels. 
Hydrominders are a highly efficient, industry standard solution for effortlessly maintaining 
dilution and liquid levels in modern car washes. As water flows through, the Hydrominder 
system siphons liquid concentrate, injecting it into the water stream and automatically 
maintaining the preset dilution level.

Installation
Installation:
1. Mount the unit in a level position on the side of a reservoir. The U-clamp may be repositioned 
or removed as necessary.
2. Install a minimum ½" ID water hose between the inlet threads and the water spigot. Minimum 
water pressure required
to properly operate the proportioner is 25 PSI (flowing).
3. Attach the end of the discharge tube with the clamp and flooding ring to the discharge barb 
on the eductor.
4. Insert the foot valve end of the suction tube into the concentrate container. (The level of the 
concentrate must be below
the level of the eductor, or the proportioner will continue to siphon concentrate after it is turned 
"off".)
5. Select a metering tip (see next two sections) and push it into the suction stub on the eductor 
body.
6. Slide the open end of the suction tube over the suction stub.
7. Adjust the bead chain length to position the float at the desired level of solution. To prevent 
foaming, be certain that the
solution level will always be above the point of discharge. Be sure float mechanism is not 
hampered by water turbulence
caused by discharging solution. It may be necessary to baffle the float from the discharge in 
order for the unit to work
properly.


